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The information communication technologies of our early twenty-first 
century support an astonishingly complex range of person-to-person in
teractions, from the local to the global, from mundane to extraordinary, 
for purposes modest to lofty. Designing user experiences for today' s 
global, technology-mediated interactions is no simple matter, particu
larly when platforms are intended to connect people across linguistic 
and cultural borders, via a multiplicity of channels and modes. What's 
more, such platforms must often serve different purposes for multiple 
stakeholders, such as whole org�nizations, their service providers, and 
their clients/ users. Utilizing a local strategies research perspective can 
be helpful in navigating this multifaceted design terrain. In this chapter, 
1 describe two related conceptual . tools, act sequence and procedural 
knowledge, which are grounded in the ethnography of communication 
research tradition. Using a case study on Eloqi,2 a virtual organization 
that built and deployed an online English as a foreign language (EFL) 
training program for paying customers in China, 1 will demonstrate how 
act sequence and procedural knowledge can be used to examine local 
understandings about acting, action, and practice in technology-mediated 
settings. More specifically, I will use these key concepts to analyze prob
lematic user experiences that occurred during live interactions between 
Eloqi's employees (English trainers) and their clientele (students). To situ
ate my study I discuss the theoretical context for this work, introducing 
pertinent concepts drawn from the ethnography of communication and 
 utlining their relevance to interaction design. 1 then present the researchס
context for this case study, followed by the data analysis and findings. 
Finally, 1 suggest the broader implications of this research. 
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THEORETICAL סcNTEXT 

• catioת (EC) is a distinct theoreti�• 
h of comnזuזn • ted · · � dוrl זhe e�P Y ch to studying s1tua commuוn�atio� Pitcaז 

methodolזgocal approa nd strategies that such practices •�tan�� 
th local cultures a ·a1 · tifi l.&cl� as well as e thתography, a SOC1 scזen c resea1ןcr trad·. 

EC is dosely 
:t-ז �p:ne of anthropology. Uke ethnography, wjן\� tion rooted in וsa . all shared behavior'' (W olcott 1999, 67} Ec 

"(d�I pattems = ethnogr
aphic reports detailing and mterףכet. 

research זs used to P . As with traditional e�o�phy, EC typiזacזy תig local �tural .Pדocal setting, during which time the researcher mvolves 1�ersוon m a f data collectiתס, primarily quaJitative (par. employs vanous. me�ods � 5 etc.) but �c:;ibly quantitative, too. EC ti . t observation, mtervזew , r .... -- and t . 
. 

0
� . ed from ethnography by its lineage ocus: זt was born 

ffe�nti�tזs dז . 
 �.L'� on communication practices, and uncovers from l1ngu1stics, l\Aי-�

,, (K ti. 2001 285) M ''relationships between language and culture ea _ng. , . . ore . b . . the patteming of commumcation norms, rules, speci�cally
nd
, y exan:i1mntc-grounded research caת effectively discem lopractices, a meamngs, • th ld) cal beliefs about personhood (what it _means to be � person זn e �or " 

sociality (how to connect with others 1n a commum� ), and rheton� �how 

to communicate strategically to achieve one' s desזred go_a!s) (Philזpsen 
and Coutu 2005; Carbaugh 2005, 2007; Philipsen 2002; Philזpsen, Coutu, 
and Covarrubias 2005). In the Iast twenty-five years, EC scholars have prod��ed substantial re-
ports analyzing the communication practices and tradזtions of local com
munities. This body of work represents a wide variety of languages and 
cultures, and includes both intercultural analyses as well as cross-cultural 
comparisons (Baxter 1993; Carbaugh 1988, 2005; Coutu 2000; Edgerly 
2011; Katriel 1986; Katriel and Philipsen 1981; Philipsen 1975, 1992, 2000; Philipsen and Leighter 2007; Winchatz 2001; Fong 2000; Leighter and Black 
2010; Sprain and Gastil 2013; Wittebom and Sprain 2009). There is now a growing interest in using EC-grounded approaches to study online and other technology-mediated communication, whether to examine the communication and cultural life of online communities or the ways in which people interact with technologies offline (Carbaugh et al. 2013; DoriHacohen and Shavit 2013; Wittebom 2011, 2012; Boromisza-Habashi and Parks 2014; Hart 2011). Just as communication scholarship in general can contribute to design work Oackson and Aakhus 2014; Aakhus and Jackson 2005), EC has much to offer towards the strategic design of communication structures, actions, and practices (Leighter, Rudnick, and Edmonds 2013; Spr�n and �romisza-Habashi 2013), including those for technologymediated environments. In fact, several key characteristics of EC research make it a good fit for user experience research and interaction design. 
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' Vser interfac� _(�Is) are a means not only of Preseחting infnחoati . ns and activ1t1es to the user, but also of organi . . וf � , optסנ a�d activities. As such they are cסmmunicati z1ngt Jתl ormaha tiol\ optiזרסs, . d th חס oo s t t suppon onזmunicatiחס processes,_ an. ey embody, empJoy, strat 'caJJ � and support commun1cat1on conventions. Jn basi· d . נge Y ufj .. 1זze, . t 't fu ti 1. . c esוgn tenns, the UI must commuruca e ז s . n� ס�a זtוes and protcסols to the users clearl 
enough that they can ea�1Ir 1ntu1t what to do, whel\ and how (Mc Y 
 �ce (UX), w c encompasses t e entire experience users ha . th ;roduct [including] the intemals that users don't interact withv�i:uyזר-he UI, however, 1s JUSt one component of the larger l<ay hi h " h . user expenז .(2013

f as well as_ the externals, such as �e purchasing prcסess, the initial prod-
1 uct experוence (often called the . out-of-box' experience), customer dתa t technical �upl?°rt, �r�uct brandוng, and so חס" (McI<ay 2013, 6--7). The 

ultimate aזm 1n des.1��ng a UX for a technology-mediated environment 
is to foster the poss1b1l1ty for what is dubbed agency. 

Agency �sults when the_ interactor' s ex�ctations are aroused by the design 
of the env1ronment, caus1ng them to act 1n a way that resuJts in an appropri
ate response by the well-designed computational system. This matching of 
the interactor's participatory expectations and the actions to the procedural 

f 
f 

scriptings of the machine creates the pleasurable experience of agency. Bad 
design frustrates the interactor by creating confusing or unsatisfiable ex
pectations, or by failing to anticipate actions by scripting the machine with 
appropriate responses. (Murray 2012, 12-13) 

1 
In other words, the ideal technology-mediated environment invites in
stinctive actions that match users' own "mind maps" for engaging in the 

task and / or interaction at hand. If the user can act instinctively in the 

environment and produce the appropriate (anticipated, desired) results, 

then the design is a success. 
Achieving the desired degree of agency in a build may be complicated 

by the fact that the build itself (the UI, or the technology supporting 

the communication) shapes the process of using it (Appel et al. 2012), 

sometimes in unexpected ways. Presumably, designing for maximum 

agency becomes even more complex when the build connects users for 

person-person interactions, whether asynchronous or synchronous, or 

via text, audio, and / or video. In these cases the design has an immediate 

impact not only on the user-machine interaction, but also חס the user

user interactions being supported by the technology (Appel et al. 2012). 

In these cases, designers must account for multilayered and complex 

sociocultural dynamics impacting the user experience: users' social ori

entations towards their interactioתs with the technology (Nass, Steuer, 

and Tauber 1994), "the interpretation of [technoJogical] artifacts as part 

of larger social and cultural systems" (Murray 2012, 11), the interactions 
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. h other users via the technology (Dix et al. 2004) a of use_rs wוt 
b I us social conventions that users develop f�r dח eוft 

sometimes ne

h 
u 0

1 gy-mediated communication situations (Vorv use iןr 
art. cular tec nס O • d 

· 
1 Orea P I 

f this it makes sense to וnclu e socזocu tural anaJy 
 1ןןנ . .

2009) Because ס , 
d h "d . d . . 

s1s חנto 
· . ll the better to understan ow esזgn ec1s1ons that sha 

U� �
es

l
gז

rt�f
a 

ts] affect the way we think, act, understand the World Pe 
(d1g1ta a ז ac " 2012 2) , and . ate with one another (Murray , • 
communזc 

b rt' 1 1 · 
The definition of agency presented a ove, pa וcu ar y as וt applies to 

erience and design, strongly parallels a concept central to EC· user exp 
• t' t · h 

· 
communicative competence. Commuruca 1ve co�pe ence 1s t e ability 
t ommunicate appropriately with others accord1ng to the local תonns 
;;mises, rules, and other s�cio-linguistic . factors of �e given . contexl 
(Hymes 1972a, 1972b; cf. Spraזn and Borom1sza-Haba�h1 013ר; Wנttebo

rn 

2003). From the EC perspective, standards of commun1cat1ve competence 
are applied in all social groups, across all potential means, .mo�es, and 
styles of communication. What those standards of communנcatזve cסm
petence are, however, will vary widely according to th� local setting, par
ticipants, goals, norms, etc. (i.e. the local culture). For th1s reason/ defining 
communicative competence always necessitates carefully identifying how 
one is expected to communicate properly according to the local culture 
and the given circumstances (Philipsen 2010). As the above definition of 
agency suggests, this is precisely the aim of good user design. To produce 
good builds, designers must thus be highly attentive to the social conven
tions (norms, premises, rules, etc.) associated with technology use. These 
conventions include those "that govern our navigation of space, our use 
of tools, and our engagement with media" (Murray 2012, 10) as well as 
those governing users' interactions with one another. As sociocultural 
artifacts, some of these conventions may be universal (culturally general), 
but they are likely to include local (culturally specific) conventions, too. 
Whether designing a communication tool or a strategic communication 
process, the objective is to create a build that fi ts wi th and leverages users' intuitive, locally endorsed ways of being, connecting, and communicating (Leighter, Rudnick, and Edmonds 2013; Sprain and Boromisza-Habashi 2013). The EC approach provides us a means of discovering these locally endorsed ways (Hymes 1962, 1972a; Saville-Troike 1982) . 

. Being communicatively competent requires acting in accordance 
 ut (Hymes 1962, 1972a; Saville-Troike 2003). Act sequences for everydayס rder, 1n which a communicative activity is expected to playס rס ,ne variable in �arti�lar: the act sequence. Act sequence denotes the sequenceס tuated communication summarized in Table 2.1. Here I call outזng sזh context-specific variables (Philipsen 2000) such as the setting, participants, goals, norms, etc. These variables are neatly summarized in the SPEA�NG. heuristic (Milbum n.d.; Hymes 1%2, 1972a), an EC tooI for analyz�ז�
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Analyzing Procedurt to MRke Se nse of Users' (lווtזtJac1· 

 able 2.1. Hymes' s SPEAKI NC Heuristic ז
sJ01ו 

�is�en;;;e;-----vWh�a�t �is�th�e�חes�i�ng�-��M�:;;;::::;:::----,.ןז; tak' 
- . . iגication tcחnomuוc וg placel "eחו _ .... n Whichו

participaחts 

EndS 

Act sequence 

 eyן>

1 nstrumental i ti es 

Who is iחvolvect . h 
vyז, rs 

he. 
 'r roles and relatו n t e comm . . tו

 ..... .t· . un1cat1on activityl WLר

Wh t 
tons וps? •••:ncי rגe 

a are the goals o( th' 
What are the activities c: 

c��unication activity? 
activity, and how are th 

mpr1s1ng the communication 
What is the tone of th 

ey sequenced? 
How is the commu . e �ommunication/activityז 

n1cat1on bein .ed what modes anי-io 
g carrו uסt? Through וu, r means? 

Norms What are the social norms . 
_ Genre What is the genre or style ד:�mוng com�u�ication herel 

- . 
0 15 cסmmun1cat1on activitvז 

f; זable creat� by Tabוtha Hart referencing work by Dell H 
,., 

[ 
complete 11st of Hymes's works utilized. ymes. Please see rhis chapter's references for a 

.. 
•. ' 
j 
,· 

! 

·· and routinized behaviors are II conventionali'zed" tt 
ti beha · ft d' · 

pa erns of commuru-
ca ve v1or, o en 1stinct to the local cultu l .1. . 
, d ן ( 

ra mז זeu חג patteתimg, 
iorm, an or content Hymes 1962, 1972a; Saville-Troike 2003 ). We natu-
rally draw on our leamed, localized understandings of t · ks • . 

ac sequences as 
we engage 1n tas , sOCial s1tuations, and other types of routi cti ·ti 
· l d · th d. 

ne a v1 es, 
1nc u 1ng ose me 1ated by technology. With, for example, a work-
related email, the standard act sequence would be a salutation followed 
by the main point of the message, with a valediction at the close. 

To know an act sequence f�r a given activity is equivalent to possessing 
procedural knowledge, that 1s, the knowledge of what steps or actions 

should occur, how they should be carried out, and in what particular 

sequence (Shoemaker 1996; Nickols 2000). Here again, there is a clear 

connection between UX and EC: good design leverages users' procedural 

knowledge and engages users in act sequences that feel natural and 

logical. Where II a poorly designed UI is unnatural ... and requires users to 

apply thought, experimentation, memorization, and training to translate 

it into something meaningful" (McKay 2013, 3; cf. Nielsen 1994; Nielsen 

2015), a good design presents users with a natural "fir' between_the pr� 

cedural knowledge that they hold in mind and the a�t sequenang �uזlt 

into the design. Importantly, the EC approach provזdes a theoretic�I/ 

methodological approach to identifying what act sequences are cons1d

ered natural or logical in local contexts, thereby aiding in the process 

 f inventorying users' procedural knowledge. _It can be challengin� toס

· articulate procedures, given the innateness of thזs type of knowledge, so 

this is a very useful feature of EC. h 
An opportune situation for identifying procedure is _clas , �r cases 

in which interlocutors apply different and / or conflicting notions of 
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(Shoemaker 1996; Holdford 2006• B . Procedural kתowl�ge ially weIJ suited to studying s�chaנley 1� oach וs espec . . 

 communicatio � � helps researchers a תג he EC appr ttu e to "the d1fferencesז ,t .... _ -.,,JיCג
f d �ferent social, technical, סr envirחסmen� �a� 

that Iie at the ro�t � �' (Sprain and Boromisza-Habashi 2013 18318Putfs · munוcatiסn d h t 'd tify ' ) �, or mגscom h been produce t a 1 en and exaז.גדג · ·חן. merous EC. re�orts

t 

a��n and clash in real life settings (Coutu 2� � f mmumcatiסn ensז vvu, �. 0 co k 1994). Bailey 1997; Huf pe I concepts of communicative competeחce and pr Finally, onch
e ocabeen identified, EC findings can be used to "sugO})er ct sequence ave ·th I I d d 1 1 gest a . ti' that resonate w1 oca תee s an סca systesnז odes of זnterven חס h' 2013 182 S · of m . " S rain and Boromisza-Habas .• , . - ; pra�n and GastiJ meanגng

aki

� p 't perfect fit for the iterative desזgn/ redesגgn approach 2013), m ng 1 a - . . favored in the field of UX (Cooper 2004). _ . _ • 
the EC approach is tailor-made for focusגng on reaI us.. זo summanze, . h h h th ·magi'ned ones actual practices rat er t an assumed ones ers rat er an 1 ' 

• - • - - __ ' d l l Pts Of natural and correct communגcation as perfסnned an oca conce _ _ . . d d 'b d by users themselves. In all of these senses, EC research זs an escn e -
w· b -- M·זb trul a user-centered approach (Wittebom 2012; גtte סm, 1 urn, and Ho �013) and highly suited to UX/design purposes. . 

RESEARCH CONTEXT 
Eloqi (2006-2011) was a small startup company that ?�ilt and deployed 
an online English as a foreign language (EFL) tra1rung program for paying customers across China. Eloqi's training program· focused -on oral communication skills and was designed to help customers pass 
the oral component of the IEL TS, an internationally recognized English proficiency exam. By logging into Eioqi's password-protected spaces, customers could access the company's specialized learning modules (lessons, homework assignments). More importantly, they could use the company's interactive, web-based, and voice-enabled UI to connect oתeto-one with English trainers in the United States for Iive fifteen-minute conversation lessons. With Eloqi's express support I conducted an ethnographic study of the company, whose members (students, trainers, and admins) met almost entirely online. The most important period of my study was the ten m?nths �2009 �ס to 2?10 when � conducted online participatioת ob�rvatio� w1thin the �loq� commumty. As a participant observer J was 1nducted זnto the Eloqז traזner pool. In this role I participated Jarly · th 'ty' n1· . . . regu זn e commum s 1 סne activ1t1es, reading and responding t ts in the trainer forurn, attending weekly trainer meetings, worlo.n; shi�, 
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d hanging out with the other trainers-aJI onl' M . 
anorked dire�tly wi_th Eloqi's students, training th�

n;, in r
t יי?P<>rtantly, 1 

V: skills in 1ntens1ve סne-to-one fifteeח-minute ses . �glוsh convasחי-
 d 'd חסtו

s1ons, Just as the other 
trainers •. . . . 

At the tוme of_my parbcוpant �bservatiסns, Eloqi's most lar 
ns were those 1n the Core Englזsh Logic (CEL) sen· hp<>hpuh 

l
es-so d l 

es, w וc t e com
pan y develope express Y. to prepare students for the oral com חent 
f the IEL TS. The CEL serזes was the brainchild of th ,}'° Lב 

0 · h h e compan1 s c1uef 
technסlogy offזcer, w ס ad as�mbled a team to crack the code of the 
IEL T5 oral exam. After research1ng the types of questions posed t d' . d t. fi d h h 

o can •
dates, this team ז en ז e w at t ey believed to be a comprehensive set 
of thirty-one common IE� TS questוon formulations. Accordingly, Eloqi 
created the CEL les�on serזes to teach students clear-cut strategies for clas
sifying and answerזng each סf these questions types, a sampling of which 
is presented in Table 2.2. 

 o access t�� CEL .lesson series, students contacted the Eloqi officeז
(Iocated in BeזJזng, Chזna) by phone סr email to purchase a subscription. 
Once subscribed, the students were free to access the Eloqi platform, 
where they could choose which lessons they wanted to do during the 
available timeslots סf their choice. Once a student had initiated a lesson, 
he or she would use an Internet-enabled device to work through a self
guided online pre-activity. All pre-activities were designed to prepare 
students for their live interactions with trainers, and included materials 

, on relevant vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, and so חס. After com-

!-.· 
pleting the pre-activity, students would be placed in an online queue to 
be connected with the next available trainer. When the student's tum 

f 
; 

 able 2.2. Eloqi CEL Question Types and Recommended Answer Strategiesז �

CEL Question Type Eloqiןs Recommended Strategy for Answering 

How often do you do X? 

What do you usually do? 

What do you dislike about X? 

To talk about how often you do something, state 
how often you do it. Explain why you do it at 
that particular degree of frequency. Give detailed 
reasons. Give examples. 

 o speak about what you usually do, state what you ז

do when you get up in the morning. Next, state 

what you do at different parts of the day. Say 

how often you do these things (sometimes, never, 

frequently). Finally, say how you feel abo�t �hem. 

First you say one or two things that you don ,t ו,_ke, 

say how much or the degree that you don t lוke 

it, and say why you don't like it. 

bl. h d 'th the knowledge of the company 

T�le created by Tabitha Hart using Eloqi lesson materials. Pu וs e wו 
 .by the pseudonym Eloqi וdentifdeי
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came up, the system ould automatically connect her / him ith an Eloq
i 

trainer. Together, the trainer and student ould follo the prompts on their screem to proceed through the l�n that the student had chosen. 
F.ach CEL lesson was structured around a fixed sequence of iתcreas" 

ingly complex tasks and activities to teach the giv�n form�la. Because 
Eloqi desired a high degree of control over and co�1stency תו the use of 
its proprietary leaming materials, the company scripted all CEL lessons 
and also built the scripting into the UI. A typical CEL lesson opened With 
a very brief greeting before proceeding directly to pronunciation practice 
with the target vocabulary. This was followed by a series of short drills 
during which the student practiced building phrases and statements that 
rouJd be used to answer the relevant CEL question type. Finally, the les
son sתartitioned into a "putting it all together" segment, during which the 
student practiced aתswering the target question iת a slightly more conver
sational manner. For each of these CEL lesson segments, the UI preseתted j 
the trainer with prompts oת what to say and when to say it (Figure 2.1, a). ו 
While some of the prompts iת the UI were open enough to allow trainers 
to select their own phrasing ("correct [the studentL" "reformulate [the 
questionL" "ensure the student understands"), many were fully scripted 
(''Now lers practice answering the questions like in a real exam; your 
answers should last for forty seconds at the most") and were intended to 
be read out word-for-word. When trainers recited lines or successfully Ied 
a student through a section, they clicked the corresponding prompt in the 
UI, causing the prompt and the section to "white out," denoting comple--
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. cti' oת was always recorded in the 5 t 
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Thוs a h . ys em a d tiוסJ• well as any ot er traזners who subse 
n was visible to · ns as h' quently w k adUזr 

that Jesson. In t וs way the UI served . or ed With that dent on ld . kl . as a vזsuaf tr . stu . ch a viewer cou qu1c y see evזdence of how h . acking cue 
by w�d progressed through the lesson. t e traוner and stu. 
de�t 

ultaneous to working through the prompts and Sסןוזווssen plan, trainers had to carefully manage th .
th� hוghiy sנntc-

;;r had its own time li�i t (Figure 2.1, b) and the entiדtונ
r

l 
time. F.ach seg

rnen re than fifteen m1nutes. What's more trai·n 
esson could not 

ruת mס f . ' ers were rPn · ed . minimum number ס corrections to each student b h 
-,uזr to 

gוve a . d h 
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. . . . During my partiapant obse1:7ations I Jסtted down notes and took screen 
shots, and after each ob��rvation I wrote up field notes (Emerson, Fretz, 
and Shaw 1995). ln _addזtion to recordings of my own Iessons, Eloqi also 
granted me unrestricted access to the company' s master archive, which 
contained audio files and screen shots documenting every trainer-student 
interaction that occurred סn the platform. From this archive I selectively 
transcribed and analyzed recordings that were relevant to the experi
ences, discussions, and activities of trainers and students. Ultimately I 
reviewed approximately 130 trainer-student recordings and transcribed 
about half of them. Finally, 1 conducted a series of interviews with Eloqi 
admins, trainers, and students. The aim of these interviews was to inves
tigate points of interest that arose during my participant observation and 
ask interviewees about their perceptions and interpretations of the Eloqi 
experience. All of this material (notes, screen shots, field notes, trairier
student lesson transcriptions, interview transcriptions) became part of 
my dataset . 
. In preparing the origiaתl write-up for this study my goal was t� id�n

tify the system of norms premises, and rules guiding commumcative 
00nduct, that is, the speedi code (Philipsen 1997; Philipsen, Coutu, _an� 
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use of speech" (Hymes 1972a, 56; cf. Saville-Troike 2003). From there, 1 
applied Hymes's SPEAKING heuristic (Hymes 1962, 1972a) to ana)yze 
which, if any, of these communicative competence-related variabl

es helped to explain what was happening. In so doing, 1 found the act se
quence variable combined with the related concept of procedural knowז
edge to be very helpful in making sense of what was not_working in these lessons. 1 now tum to an analysis of what this process y1elded and an ex

plication of how the concepts of act sequence and pr�ed ural knowledge 
shed light on why these interactions were problematic. 

ANALYSIS 

My discovery of these cases of problematic communication occurred in 
one of four ways: a flag in the system marked the case as problematic; 
a colleague reported issues to the community; 1 experienced the issues 
myself while teaching; or I came across a case while transcribing and 
analyzing trainer-student recordings. Most of the cases of problematic 
communication that I examined were associated with, or resulted in, the 
following conditions: 

1. Early termination of an interaction by a trainer or a student. Each 
trainer-student interaction was required to run a minimum of twelve 

minutes. If a lesson ran significantly under this minimum, it was red 

flagged in the system as incomplete. Q 
2. Directives by a trainer to a student to call HST (Eloqi's customer י 

service team) for assistance. HST representatives were charged with 

interfacing directly with students to solve any problems that arose. 
3. Reports by trainers to supervisors about problematic communica

tion with a student. All trainers were required to "hang out" in the 
trainer chat room (Figure 2.2) while working. Beyond being a con
vivial space for passing the time in between lessons, the chat room 
was where trainers reported any issues with students. Whenever 
issues arose, trainers announced them in the chat room. The super
visor חס duty in the chat room would then contact HST, and HST 

would in tum contact the student to bring the issue to resolution. 
4. Technical issues that slowed or halted a lesson, or caused it to ter

minate, including audio / sound problems, the UI not respondiתg 
properly, and other difficulties related to the technological aspects 
of the platform. 

5. Markedly halted progress through a lesson. As previously men
tioned, lessons were strictly timed, and the total lesson time had to 
fall between twelve and fifteen minutes.4 Each lesson was comprised 
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Figure 2.2. Eloqi trainer chat room. Screen shot published with 
the lmowledge and agreement of the company identified by the 
pseudonym Eloqi. 

of a series of tasks and activities, and each of these in turn had an al
lotted number of minutes, meaning that the trainers had to maintain 
a pre-detennined pace throughout the interaction. When I observed 
that a trainer was spending significantly longer than the allotted 
time on a given activity, 1 categorized it as markedly halted progress. 
Occasionally trainers reported this in the chat room. 

6. Significant deviations from the standard Eloqi lesson script. As 
described earlier, all Eloqi lessons were heavily scripted and pre
planned. When I observed that a trainer-student interaction was 
straying from the lesson script in a significant and / or sustained 
manner, 1 categorized it as a script deviation. 

In analyzing these cases, 1 found that the vast majority of them per
tained to misunderstandings around the expected act sequence for 
trainer-student interactions. In other words, trainers and students expe
rienced confusion about how to competently proceed through the lesson 
according to the local Eloqi lesson protocols. What' s more, these cases 
could be sorted into four broad types סf procedures, summarized in Table 
23, each of which I will now describe. 
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Table 2.3. Procedure Types 

Procedure Type 

Lesson lnitiation & Participation 

Navigation/U ו 

Task/Activity Content 

Troubleshooting the Technology 

Tabitגul Hart 

Summary 

How to initiate and participate in an Eloqi lesson• 
how to meet the expected conditions f or 
participation. 

How to navigate and use features of the Eloq ; Uו 
within the context of a live lesson with an Eloqi 
trainer. 

How to complete specialized CEL tasks and 
activities, as per the task/activity design. 

How to handle technical problems that arise 
during a live Eloqi lesson. 

Data collection and table creation by Tabitha Hart. 

LESSON INITIATION AND PARTICIPATION: 
HOW TO TAKE PART IN AN ELOQI LESSON 

The most fundamental requirement for participating in an Eloqi lesson 
was to be seated at a computer. Technically speakin� students could have 
connected to the Eloqi platform via landlines or cell phones, and could 
use these devices to speak with trainers; however, it was a long-standing 
company policy that all participants connect via Eloqi' s specially built 
UI to in order for a lesson to go forward. If this condition wasn't met, 
the trainers had to terminate the lesson immediately, as in Excerpt 2.1. 
In it the student (Xia) appears to be unfamiliar with this fundamental 
condition for participating in a live Eloqi lesson when she reveals that her 
computer is closed (0:56). The trainer responds by clarifying the expected 
procedure (1:03) before terminating the lesson, consistent with company 
protocols. To emphasize, this particular lesson was terminated because 
the student didn't follow the expected act sequence for accessing an Eloqi 
trainer, that is, connect to the Eloqi platform via a computer, have the UI 
open before queuing for the next available trainer, refer to the material on 
the UI during the lesson with the trainer, etc. 

Another crucial procedure for participating in an Eloqi lesson was fol· 
lowing the pre-determined lesson plan to the letter. All trainers, no matter 
the_ir tenure סr level of expertise, were required to closely follow the CEL 
scnpts and prompts, as well as the sequence of CEL activities and the 
al�otted time for each. _For their part the students were expected to com
plזantly follow the traזners' cues. From time to time ז observed Iessons 
in which students attempted to go off script but, unsurprisingly, trainers 
generally rebuffed these conversational moves. In Excerpt 2.2 we see just 
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sers (lnter)actiסns 
 ou Need to be at a Computer ץ •1 2

fxcerp
t 

-----�iד:כdן;;;:;;;;;י;ן;-;:;;;י;;���§!§���;;ןii.:-Wc .ן:
H·1 Welcome to LQ English. My חame ·15 A . . . my and 11· ו AחrY trainer for thrs sessron. How are you tסday, Xiaז 

w, be Yסur 

Xia 

AmY 

Xia 

Amy 

Xia 

Amy 

Xia 

Amy 

Xia 

Amy 

Xia 

Amy 

Xia 

( .. ) 
Hello Xia? 

(.) 

Can you hear me? 

( ... ) 
Hello Xia? 
Hello, hello? 
Hel lo, can you hear me? 
Yes ו can. 
OK, great. Well, welcome to LQ Eחglish, and my name is Am How are you doing today? y. 
Ah, it's fine uh= 
Good. 
=(right) now. 
Good. Well, this morning we are going to do a speaking evaluation and to use LQ English you need a computer. So are you in front of a computer? 
(.) 

O::h actually not, no ah, 1 have just closed my computer. 
OK 4י well, you need the com- ah, you need the computer uh, חס 

to do this evaluation, so maybe please give us a call once again 
when you are at your computer and have it חס and ready to go. 
So, if you have any questions though, you can, ah, call our High 
Scoring Team and ו hope to speak with you, though, sometime. 
OK? 

OK 4י 
Alright, goodbye. 
Mm goodbye ... hhh 

0:0() 

0:27 
0:29 
0:32 
0:33 

0:41 

0:43 
0:44 
0:45 

0:56 

1 :03 

1 :26 

 27: ו

1 :28 

. t · th a student (Winson) such a situation, in which a trainer (Irזs) connec 5 wז 
who requests unstructured conversation. 

. ·nst Eloqi's ln th . . t 2 2 W זnson goes agaז e 1nteraction presented זn Excerp . · ' 
5 First, he reveals Pl'Ocedures for participating in a les�on וn t

�
e
Ji ז

a
(o:4Z) and isn't prethat he has not, in fact, connected vוa ilie E� 

q
h s not strategically cho

Pared to follow along חס his screen. Secoחd, e
h. 

a 
nfusion about what sen a CEL lesson to work on, as indicat�d b� 1

� �� now (1:23-1:56). As 1סssen he shou\d presumably be doing wוth Irוs ;t entire CEL series, the 
paying subscribers Eloqi students had access tס 

t
e
h ·r own convenience. 'd ' 

f las at ei d 1 ea being to progress through all the ormu 
ted to do when, an c .... _d . 1 s they wan viu ents therefore selected which esson 



Excerpt 2.2: 1 Think We Can Just Talk without the Computer 

lris Thank you for calling Eloqi English. My name is lris and I will be 

Winson 
lris 
Winson 
lris 

Winson 
lris 

Winson 

lris 
Winson 
lris 
Winson 

lris 
Winson 
 ris ו

Winson 
lris 
Winson 

lris 

Winson 

lris 

Winson 

lris 
Winson 

lris 
Winson 

your trainer for this session. What's your name? 

You can- you can call me Winson. 

OK Winson. How are you doing today? 

Fine. How are you? 

 am well. Thank you very much. Um, it looks like we are going ו

to be answering what do you dislike about X type questions 

today. So let's start by reviewing your pronunciation, alright? 

OK. 
OK. You should see a task card חס your screen, Winson, 1 would 

like you to read the words חס it out loud for me, please. 

A:h but ah, ו could not ah see the content חס the co-  the חס

screen. 
OK. 
Something-
=are you having difficulty with your lnternet or what's going חס? 

(.) 

Ah, 1 think, ah ((c\ears throat)) 
-think we can just uh ta\k, ah, without, ah, the computer ו
No: 1- l'm sorry-
(with) the computer (with) the network 
Yeah, no, l'm sorry, at Eloqi we- we have to work with- with the 

computer, so you'I\ need to get your lnternet working and then 
you'II have to call us back. 

A:h please hold חס. Let me try. 
OK. 

Ah 

( .. ) 

So could you tel1 me the name of this lesson? 
Um, actually you're- you've selected a lesson ח:ס answering 

what do you dislike about X type questions. 

( .. ) 
1- -didn't select the lesson ו you did. 

( .. ) 
Do you want to get חס the lnternet and, and go through the 

lesson first before you talk with us? 
Ah 

( .. ) 
Let me try again. 

M'kay. Wel\, because our interactions are timed, Winson, l'm 
going to have to let you go until you can get that up and 
running. So, you do that and then give us a call back. OK? 

OKuh 

OK. Thank you. 
Thanks. 
Buh-bye. 
Bye. Bye. 

0:00 

0:09 

0:13 

0:16 

0:18 

0:32 

0:33 

0:42 

0:48 

0:49 

0:49 

0:55 

1 :02 

1 :04 

1 :05 

1 :16 

 22: ו

1 :23 

 30: ו

 56: ו

2:02 

2:15 

2:16 

2:19 

2:21 

2:22 
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eed tס dס the preparatory activities before conחecting w,.th th tr . agr • Wh w· 
e a1n

ers for Iive sess1ons. en זnson admits that he doesn't know what 
On he has selected, he reveals that he has not followed the �ed ןess . . 

1
. ex�� .. 

t 5equence for engagזng תז a זve lesson with aת Eloqi trainer. Finall ac . 
d th t . 

y, an 
hat the tra1ner rea s as e mos senous procedural violation, Wi :Uggests "just tal�(ing] �ithout 

_
the computer," that is, having a free ::י� 

versation. The tra1ner reJects this suggestion, referencing the sanctioned 
conditions ("we have to work with the computer") as a means of explana
tioח. A few moments later, she takes the decision to end the interactiסf\ 
again citing expected �roc

,�
dure for doing a lesson properly ("have your 

computer up and runrung ). 
I was working a shift when Iris' s lesson with Winson occurred, and I 

was present in the chat room when she reported this problematic interac
tion to the supervisor חס duty. The other trainers present responded with 
amusement, as illustrated in Excerpt 2.3. 

The surprised and mirthful responses by lris' s supervisor and col
leagues revealed the seriousness of this particular procedural breach. Fol
lowing the lesson scripts was such standard procedure that the trainers 
could not believe a student would suggest "just chat[ ting]." Regardless of 
Winson's intentions, his actions did not follow the sanctioned procedure 
for connecting with and participating in an Eloqi lesson, and for these rea
sons the lesson was terminated and the interaction was marked as failed. 

Eאcerpt 2.3: ו Think He Has the Wrong 800# lol 

lris 

Supervisor 
Daisy 
Reena 
Supervisor 

Daisy 
Supervisor 
Reena 
Supervisor 
Daisy 
Supervisor 
Reena 
Daisy 

· Disconnect 

Disco• with Winson. Said he wasn't חס computer and couldn't ו 

just chat with him. ו explained that he needs computer. 

lol** ... ok, ו informed HST. 

lol @ 'chat with him' 

lris: ROFL *** re: Winson 

Winson called HST to find out if he could chat with a trainer 

without going th.rough a lesson!!! 

Lol 
they have updated him!! 

NUH-UH ROFL 

Lol 
Does Winson need a friend? 

lol ו think that's a first!! 

 think he has the wrong 800#·••• lol ו

Lol 

·• laughing out loud 

·•• Rolling סח eוtז floor laughing 

•••• A referer,ce to toll-free phone numbers starting with the digits 800- ו. 

01 
02 
03 

04 

05 

06 
07 

08 

09 

10 
 l ו
12 
13 
14 
15 
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NAVIGATION: HOW TO NAVIGATE THE ELOQI UI 

As ז myself discovered when I worked as an El�i trainer, competen�ly 
participating in the lessons required close attentזon to numerous detaזls 
presented on the UI, many of them �ime-sensitive. Eloq�'s proprietary 
UI was constantly being tweaked, refined, an� updated זn resp_onse to 
trainer feedback and in support of the company s long-term technזcal and 
business plans. The technical team regularly introduced new tools and 
features while the manager of the trainer team and the content developer 
instructed the trainers in the corresponding policies, guidelines, and tips 
for their use. The trainers used the in-house forum to actively discuss the 
effective use of the UI, covering popular topics like how to use hot keys 
to type up feedback faster. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the complexity of the UI, one class of 
problematic trainer-student communication pertained to procedures for 
using the Eloqi UI effectively during lessons. In Excerpt 2.4 for example, 
we see a trainer (Carly) struggling to teach a student Oacqueline) how to 
utilize the chat window feature. 

Here the trainer attempts to teach the student a new vocabulary word, 
"specific," by typing it into the chat window where the student will be 
able to see it. The trainer' s repeated efforts to direct the student' s atten
tion to the chat window (11:59, 12:08, 12:21, 12:33, 12:41) combined with 
the student' s perplexed responses and silences indicate the student' s 
momentary confusion about what the chat window is and how it should 
be used in this context. A full two minutes elapse until the trainer and 
student establish that they are both looking at the same thing on the UI 
(13:47) and by this time the interaction is nearing the maximum time 
of fifteen minutes. The trainer briefly explains the procedure for using 
the chat window (13:56, 14:12) but shortly thereafter begins to recite the 
closing statements before ending the call, thereby staying wi thin the 
time limi t for the lesson. 

Excerpt 2.4 illustrates how Eloqi trainer-student interactions could stall 
when either participant-but most commonly the student-was unfa
mili_ar wi� th� featur� of the ש and/or the procedures for using them 
dunng_ a lזve •�teraction. Regardless of the underlying reason for the 
confu�זon (termזnology, being a novice user, language barriers, etc.), not 
�ow1ng the procedure for using a UI feature could slow down or even 
bnng the lesson to a halt. Furthermore, because of the strict time limit for 
these lessons (fifteen minutes), slowed or halted progression through the 
les.son was a serious problem for both parties. 



Excerpt 2.4: Do You See the Chat Windowl 
.--

carly 

Jacqueline 

Carly 
Jacqueline 

Carly 

Jacqueline 
Carly 

Jacqueline 

_Carly 

Jacqueline 
Carly 
Jacqueline 
Carly 
Jacqueline 
Carly 
Jacqueline 
Carly 

Jacqueline 

Carly 
Jacqueline 

Carly 

Jacqueline 

Carly 
Jacqueline 
Carly 

Jacqueline 

Carly 
Jacqueline 

U:m, do you know the word 11 'f' 11 

the chat window. Specific 
specו וc l 1

1m going to put it in 
Spe-ci-city hhh . . . 

. 

Do- yeah, so, Ja-
(sorry) 
Jacqueline, do you see the chat . d 

side? 
wס חוw חס the left hand 

Hat windowז 
Yeah. Do you see the chat window חס the I ft f screenז e ס your 

(.) 

Sorry ו hhh ... 
That- that's OK, that's OK On the left .d f th . 

· sו e ס e screen 
there וs a chat window (.) and l'm ty-

Uh, chat window. 
Yeah, and l'm typing some words there. 
(.) Oh. 
Uh, can you see the words? 
Uh, no. 
You can't. Are you sitting by the computerl 
Yeah, l'm sitting in front of computer. 
OK. And then do you see the- the screen? 
( .. ) 

Can you see the- the interaction screen? 
lnter O (action scr)0 

(.) 

Ah= 
OK, OK 

= Oh- oh-
Oh. Sorry hhh ... 
OK. That's OK. Don't worry. Um, so when you use Eloqi, 

ah, we can talk to each other and we can send each other 
messages. So right now ו am sending you a message. l'm 
typi ng a message. Can you see the message? 

(.) 

Uh, OK, 1-
Oh. ו see that. 
You � it? 
Yes. 
OK, good. OK. So sometimes if there is a word thatl that, 

um, ו want to teach you, ו can put it in this text message. 

( .. ) 

Oh. 
Ah, so ו put some vocabu I ary there for you. 

(.) 

Oh yeah. 

11 :46 

11 :55 

11 :57 

11 :58 

11 :59 

12:06 

12:08 

12:18 

12:21 

 2:32 ו
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 15 :3 ו

13:18 
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13:55 

13:56 

14:11 

14:12 

14:19 
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TASK/ ACfIVחY CONTENT: 
HOW TO PROCEED THROUGH AN ELOQI LESSON 

Among the examples of problematic communication during traine _ 
student interactions, the most common type was that in which studen� 
misunderstood the act sequence for completing specific speaking tasks 
and activities. As previously mentioned, Eloqi had fixed lesson plans, חot 

to be deviated from, and there was a pre-sequenced set of activities to 
complete during each fifteen-minute interaction. 1 found numerous cases 

of students not understanding the company' s pre-determined prcסedure 
for the particular tasks at hand. For example, in Excerpt 2.5 the traieחr 
(Daisy) and the student (Grace) are practicing the formula for answering 
the question type "How often do you do ~ ?" They have completed the 
pronunciation practice and now begin a section in which the student must 
utilize material listed חס the task card (a visual prompt) to respond to the 
trainer's questions. The task card lists sample activities (eat Westem food, 
swim in the sea, read books) and the following adverbs of frequency: 
rarely, occasionally, freqz1ently, every day, once in a blz1e moon, never, and 
almost never. 

In Excerpt 2.5, the trainer introduces the activity by way of reading the 
provided script (4:09), thereby calling attention to the standard Eloqi act 
sequence for this task: 

1. The trainer (Daisy) will show the student the visual cue (task card), 
which lists activities and adverbs of frequency. 

2. The trainer will pose questions to the student. Though the trainer 
doesn't explicitly say so in advance of the activity, all of the ques
tions will be about the activities listed חס the card. 

3. After listening to each question, the student must provide an an
swer using one of the adverbs of frequency listed חס the card. The 
student' s answers should be one to two sentences long, and they 
should be accurate. (Later in the interaction the trainer adds that the 
answers must also be full sentences.) 

Although the student' s first answer does not incorporate any of the listed 
adverbs of frequency (5:06), the trainer does not correct her orally but 
rather proceeds חס to the next question (5:18). Again the student answers 
with an adverb of frequency (once a montlz) that is not Iisted on the task. 
card. After a long pause, the trainer reemphasizes the procedure and adds 
another stipulation: answers must be given in full sentences (5:49). What 
follows is a drawn out exchange during which the trainer repeatedly at
tempts to explain the procedure, giving explicit directives in six separate 
conversational tums. More than five minutes elapse before the student 



Excerpt 2.5: Answer the Question Using the Adverbs of Frequency 
 y וOK now let's practice the langua e , Qa --:;-י

IEL TS type questions for this less:n. 
you 11 need to answer t� 

Grace 

Daisy 

Grace 

Daisy 
Grace 

Daisy 

Grace 

Daisy 
Grace 
Daisy 
Grace 

Daisy 

Grace 

Daisy 
Grace 
Daisy 
Grace 

Daisy 
Grace 
Daisy 

Grace 

Daisy 
Grace 
Daisy 
Grace 
Daisy 
Grace 

(. ) 
ooKo 

OK fi rst let' s look at the adverb of freq 1 • k d . . uency. wוll show you a tas car wוth dוfferent activity a ז· .t. d f ו 
. - c וvו וes an adverbs of requency. P ease lוsten to my quest'וo d · · h ns, an answer the questוons wוt one or two short accurate t 0 OK. 

sen ences. K? 

((clears throat loudly)) 

( . .  ) 

Do you see the task card? 
(.) Ah yeah. ו see. 
( .. ) 

OK, how often do you go out to sing kar()? 
( . . .  ) 

Ah pardon? 
( .. ) 
How often do you go out to sing karaoke? 
Um. Ah. 1 often, um, go out to sing karaoke, ah, (every weeks). 
( .. ) And how often do you eat Western food? 
((c/ears throat loudly)) mm uh usually mm ו uh (/et me see) uh, 
once a mo'f'nth 

( . . .  ) 

OK. Can you answer the questions using the information חס the 
task card, please, in a full sentence? 
Ah yeah, ו see. 
( ... ) 

Gra:ce? 
Ah yeah. 
How often do you w Western food? 
Um:: Ah, to be honest ו don't like, ah, eat Western food. Ah, 
ma:ybe several, ah, several months, ah, 1, 1, 1 go out, to, ah, eat 
Western food. 
( .. ) OK. So can you
(Hello?) Oh. OK. 
How would you answer the question- how would you answer 

the question using the adverbs of frequency and the activities חס 

your task card? 
Um. (.) 
( . . .  ) 

Grace? 
Ah, yeah. l'm here. (.) Hello? 
Do you- do you see the adverb of frequency? 

( .. ) Of frequency. 
Are you looking at your task card? 

Ah, yeah 

4:02 

4:08 

4:09 

4:26 

4:35 
4:37 

4:46 

4:54 

5:01 
5:06 
5:18 
5:25 

5:49 

5:56 

6:14 
6:16 
6:19 
6:23 

6:47 
6:48 
6:52 

7:01 

7:36 
7:38 
7:44 
7:48 
7:52 
7:55 

( contiחued) 
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�
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�
y
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K

�.�l�n:__e_ed_y_o_u _ to_a_n _sw_ e_ r-;h�o""י:w�o-;:ft=e=-n-=d;:��r�o�u�e=a:t-:-W=es=t=er=n:י-f::-ood�----7? 

using the adverbs of frequency and actוvזty חס your task card, 

Grace 

Daisy 

Grace 

Daisy 

Grace 
Daisy 

Grace 
Daisy 

Grace 
Daisy 

Grace 

Daisy 

Grace 
Daisy 

Grace 
Daisy 

Grace 
Daisy 

Grace 
Daisy 

Grace 
Oaisy 
Grace 

Daisy 
Grace 
Daisy 

Grace 

Daisy 

please. 
Ah, so- can you- can you- u:m (.) 1 have- 1 have answer the 
question. 
That's not correct. ו need you tס use the information חס the task 
card to properly answer the question. 
 .right סmust use the words, um, left t ו ( .. ) h:ס

( . . .  ) 

OK. ו need you to use a fu/1 sentence and use the adverb of 
frequency and the activity חס your student ca:rd to answer the 
question how often do you eat Western food. 
Um. Hhh ... 0frequency0 1-  .eat Western food frequency ו
OK Gra:ce, do you see the adverb of frequency list? Rarely, 
occasionally, frequently, everyda:y 
every day 
Once in a blue moon, never, almost never. Do you see that list? 
Ah. Ye:ah. 1 see. 

OK. ו need you to use that list to answer the questions that ו am 
asking you. So using a word from that list, tel1 me how often you 
eat Western food? 
(.) Uh frequency. 
( 
. . .  

) 
OK. Do you eat Western food rarely, occasionally, frequently, 
every day, once in a blue moon, never, almost never. How often 
do you eat Western food? 
Um: ו eat Western food, ah, frequen(cy). 
Frequently. 
Frequently. 
Frequently. 
Frequently. 
OK. Now how often do you go swimming in the sea? 
U:h ( .. ) rarely. 
OK, and full sentence, please. 
 ?beg your pardon ו (.)
1 need you to answer these questions in a full sentence, please. 
U:m 1, 1 go swimming in the sea rarely uh because 1-  have not ו
enough time to go- uh to the sea. 
OK. So, 1 rarely go swimming in the sea. 
(uh) rarely go swimming in the sea. 
Now how often do you do physical exercise? 
Mm: ah I do physical exercise every day, ah, when ו finish my 
ah cla- uh class (mostly) 1- 1 always (run) to, mm playground and 
do some, mm, sports, ah, like jogging, um, mm" 
OK. � your answer, Grace, would simply be, ו do physical 
exercוse every day after class. OK? 

 4 ן:8

8:24 

8:34 

8:47 

9:04 

9:17 

9:28 

9:29 

9:35 

9:37 

9:53 

 0:08 ו

10:23 

10:29 

 0:30 ו

 0:32 ו

10:36 

 0:37 ו

10:45 

10:53 

10:58 

11 :00 

 07: ו ו

 24: ו ו

11 :29 

11 :33 

 39: 1 ו

12:06 



Grace 
Daisy 
Grace 

Qaisy 
Grace 
Daisy 
Grace 
Daisy 
Grace 
Daisy 

Aוialyziווg Pזoced11re tס Mnk S e eווse סfי U 
, (/ sers 11teז)actions 

OK. 

AI right. So how often do you re d 
h b h 

a חovels? (.) U , to e onest, ah ah alm 
h . . ' ' סst never b that, a , readוng וs boring. 

' um, ecause ז think 
(.) OK. So ו almost-
(.) 

 .al most never read novels becau I h ו
Yeah. 

se t חוk reading is boring. 
(.) OK. Do you understand what I d'd . h 
Yes. ו un (.) 

1 wוt those? 

OK. Alright. Now ו am going to sh 
ask you what you usual וy do at d'ffow you another task card and 

 the present tense and do a li חס erent times f th d can work ו
 e ay. So we ? ו

frequency. OK? 
tt e bוt more adverbs of 

47 

12:16 

12:17 

12:24 

12:42 

12:44 

12:49 

12:53 

12:58 

13:00 

Produces the desired type of answer at 11 ·07 c 'd · h • · f 11 h' 
-nזs1 enng t at f1ve mתס · ·

utes 1s a u one-t 1rd of the allotted time for th l thi l h · l 'f • h . . e esson, s engt y ex-
change 1n c ar1 y1ng t e acti v1ty proced ure has cost · · fi t s1gn1 can resources. 

TROUBLESHOOTING: HOW TO HANDLE 
TECHNICAL ISSUES DURING AN ELOQI LESSON 

The final category of procedural issues in the data set pertained to han
dling technical issues that arose during the one-to-one sessions between 
trainers and students. The most common type of technical issue at Eloqi 
was sound problems. It was not uncommon to experience degradation in 
the audio (words sounding blurred or slurred, choppiness, sound drop
ping out altogether, etc.) caused by weaknesses in the Internet connection. 
Other sound problems like echoing ( often caused by one or both speakers 
not wearing a headset), pronounced volume variation, and static were 
also par for the course. When sound issues became so troublesome that 
they caused significant disruption to the lesson, the trainers were permit
ted to terminate the call, ideally after directing the student to call HST 

for assistance. Finally, the trainers would report the technical issue to the 

supervisor on duty in the chat room. . . . . . 
In theory, the procedure for handling technical d1ff1�ult1es was straזg�t-

forward, but in practice it often became muddl�d, as 1n Excerpt 2:6. ln it, 

the trainer (Iris) is halfway through the Iesson w1th the student (Le1) when 

she notices an echo on the Iine. lris identifies the problem aחcl. attempts 

to troubleshoot it with the student. She calls the student's attentזon to the 

issue and issues a vague directive (7:43) followed by a clearer one (ו:SB). 

Over the following turns the trainer makes repeated references to the 
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problem but the student appears not to understand either the trainer's 
identification of the problem or her instructions about dealing with it. At 
8:52 the trainer advances to the standard procedure for such cases, telling 
the student that they must end the call, and that the student should check 
in with HST. While we can't be sure if the student understands that the 
trainer is complaining about an echo, she does appear to be familiar with 
the standard procedure for disconnecting and calling HST, and indicates 
agreement to take these actions (9:10). However, at 9:25 the trainer finds 
that the echo has receded and changes the plan, offering to continue the 
lesson. Understandably, the student is puzzled about what should hap
pen next (9:45 and 10:01) despite the trainer's prompting (9:43, 9:57). It 
takes several more tums for the trainer and student to arrive at a mutual 
understanding about carrying חס with the lesson. 

In this case, the act sequence for identifying a technical issue is ardu
ous and unsuccessful, as there is no clear indication that the student has 
understood either the problem (echo) or the procedure for dealing with 
it (re/ plug in the headset). The trainer's attempts to have the student re
solve the technical issue prove to be fruitless as the steps followed by the 
trainer are-at least initially-unfamiliar to the student. lt is only when 
the trainer falls back on the standard procedure for troubleshooting (end 
the interaction, call HST) that mutual understanding is reached, but this 
mutual understanding is upset when the trainer veers away from the 
agreed-upon procedure. 

DISCUSSION 

Despite Eloqi' s attempts to systematize and control trainer-student com
munication by implementing a detailed lesson protocol, there were-per
haps inevitably--cases of problematic and sometimes failed communi
cation. In analyzing these cases, 1 found the act sequence variable from 
Hymes' s SPEAKING heuristic (Hymes 1964, 1972a) combined with the 
related construct of proced ural knowledge to be very useful for under
standing how and why this problematic communication between Eloqi 
trainers and students occurred. Through an EC-based analysis of the 
cases I was able to sort the problematic communication into the following 
four categories: 

1. Initiation and participation procedures-how to take part in an Eloqi 
lesson 

2. Navigation procedures-how to navigate the UI 
3. Task procedures-how to proceed through a task or activity 
4. Troubleshooting procedures-how to handle technical issues 



fאcerpt 2.6: Can You Cet Rid of that Echo, Pleaseז 

 risו

Leו 
 risו

Lei 

 risו

Lei 

 risו
Lei 

 risו
Lei 

 risו
Lei 

 risו
Lei 

lris 
Lei 

lris 

Lei 

lris 

Lei 

lris 

Lei 
lris 
Lei 

lris 
lei 

lris 

lei 
lris 
lei 

lris 

Ok, so let's look at future ambition phrases 
( ( Her voice echeסs in the backgrסund. 

J 
J ' aחd here וs the 3 strps. 

Mmhm. 
Um, ו ca- uרt, right now Lei, ו am hearing an ho of my .,Ot·c•. r-n you get rid of that echo, pleasel • ;�יי4 י' 

Uh, s- sorry, could you uרt- could you speak· , 0 רt · h וng, ne tוmel Lei, ו am earוng an ec o of my voice and 1 Are you using um, a headset and 'f 
can t hear you clearty. 

 , ו

' 1 you are, could you plug it in p ease, 
My phone is not- is unclearl 
 =� here's anז
Echo. 
=1 hear my voice, and your voice. 
 .listen clearly ו ,h. No:::ס
Ok

k 
well that's great, but ו am not able to listen clearly. 

ס .  

Are you using your computer or are you using a telephone? No, ו don't- 1 don't use the telephone. 
. 

Ok, sס I need you to plug in your headset, so ו don't hear the echo. Oh- OK. 
Ok. 
((voice continues to echo)) 

Ok, 1 am still hearing that echo. Lei, ו am going to ask that you call 
our high scoring team and have them troubleshoot an echo sound 
with you. Ok? 
Ok. 
Call them and tell them 'my trainer said that there is an echo, can 
you help me?' 
((echoing sound seems to recede)) 
Oh, uh ye- (now) ו can hear you. 1:- -will ו mm ו can ( ) the ( ) חס 
the (Skype) with the LQ English high (scoring) team. 
Alright, 1-  don't know what you just said but the echo has gone ו
away so let's take a look at the future ambition phrases חס your 
screen. ןf the echo comes back, ו am going to hang up the call and 
you're going to call HST for help, OK? 
Ok. 
Ok. Can you see the card חס your screen? 
Uh, just a moment. 
(.) 

Yeah, ו can see. 
Ok:: go ahead and begitיn .. 
Ok. 
( 
.. 
) 

(1 will) call the high (circum) team phone number. 
(.) Um, if you want to call high scoring team, 1 a":1 �וס�g to have t� 
disconnect our ca�II or you can try the card that s וn tront of you-
OK 

=Did you wanna go ahead and do the exercisel 
Yeah, 1 ::ו hope-  ngוuh continue to talk (stay) סcontinue t סhope t ן

with you . 
�r 

Olc well then go ahead and do the exercise that's חס your compu 

screen. 

07:35 

07:42 

07:43 

07:53 

07:58 

08:11 
08:15 
08:17 

08:18 

08:22 

08:27 

08:33 

08:34 

08:38 

08:42 

08:51 
08:52 

09:04 
09:05 

09:10 

09:25 

09:42 
09:43 
09:45 

09:57 
 0:01 ו

10:18 

 0:26 ן
10:28 

10:39 
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Here I will discuss the larger implications of these findings, fsucסing 
d. ti d . Oח 

their relation to UX an 1nterac on es1gn. 
Uls are a means not only of presen��g i�ormati�n, options, aחd activities to the users, but als� of _orga�זng וn!�rmat1on, options, and activities. In this way they are 1mpl1cated 1n users 1nterpretational, esתes

making, and decision-making_processes (Bee� 2008; Gane and Beer 2008; 
Manovich 2001, 2003 ). In Elo_q1 s case, the des1gn o� th� UI lays out a very 
deliberate procedure for tra1ner-s_tudent commurucatio� and it directJy 
guides users through the lessons 1n th� manner deternuned by the orga
nization to be valid. The UI prompts trainers and students on what speech 
acts (greetin� �sking, telli�g, sarin� gi�ing . inform�tion, cסrrecti

ng, checking, clar1fy1ng, challengוng, cl1cking, d1recting, say1ng goodbye, etc.) 
to perform in what sequence, and for what length of time. These pסrmpts 
simultaneously demonstrate what counts as legitimate cסmmunication 
for these speakers (Eloqi trainers and students) in this context (live Eloqi 
lesson). Through the force of the commuiתty's agreed-upon rules (fol
low the scripts, stay within the time limits) the UI curtails the optioתs for 
speech. ln these ways, the UI actually encodes Eloqi's expectatioתs for 
competent communicative behaviors during a live English le$0ח. 

Encoding Eloqi' s UI with cues for competent communication was not 
accidental. 0n the contrary, it was precisely the intention of Eloqi's en
gineers who, in concert with the company' s visionaries, designed an ap
proach to online communication training that they felt was scalable and 
amenable to mass reproduction without significant variation or loss of 
quality. The success of this design rested in large part חס shared under
standings of proced1זre, that is, a set of explicit, sequenced communicative 
acts which, when performed according to local expectations, comprised 
competent behavior during a live Eloqi lesson. Eloqi was able to make 
some of its locally required procedures visible in the UI, but for other pro
cedures it took time, training, and practice for them to become intuitive. 
In other words, these procedures were not sufficiently encoded to allow 
for maximum agency, as defined by Murray (2012) earlier in this chapter. 

People develop procedural knowledge over time, through socializa
tion, experience, and repetition. We enter into communication situatiosת, 
technology-mediated or otherwise, with cognitive scripts already in nund 
(Shoemaker 1996). Simultaneously, we test and adjust those scripts in 
our moment-to-moment interactions, storing our developing procedural 
knowledge for future reference and use. As we experience new situa
tions we recall this knowledge and use it accordingly as we interpret and 
respond to communicative situations (Gioia and Poole 1984). Over time 
novices learn locally expected procedures and can intuitively or automati
cally engage in the communication at hand (Cameron 2000a, 2008, 2000b). 
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Learning the procedure for a communicat' . . . 
S 

 ty 1s thus a work inנvנve actנ
rogres . . 

P This process of learnזng the procedure t 
 t;;e:tח unicati ve acti vity. m ust be of specia I iןזו

t;i�ology:med וated com-

fi t from explorזng how users dra 
X des1gners, who can 

i,ene . w סn extant prcסedural kתowled e 
ertaining to rout1ne tasks to make sense of h . g 

P • h' h th . new tec nology-medaated 
Paces 1n w 1c ey are engagזng in nסvel a t' 't• (S s K 

c 1v1 1es ternberg 2009· cf 
Boellstorff 2008; endall 2002). lndeed as I leamed hil d . 'hi · 

El · 11 f h • ' w e con uct1ng t s 
research at oq1, a ס t e tra1ners and students had . . t h · l h 

expenence 1n eac -
l·ng and / or learnזng, a 1 ad spent sסme part of th · 1. rt' • t' . , . e1r 1ves pa 1cוpa וng 
iת the1r country 5 fo�mal. educatזon system. They must have used their 
knס�ledge of ��ga?זng זn tra�itional (offline) leaming settings as they 
nav1gated . Eloq5 ז vז�tual learn1ng _community and engaged in the com
paזח' s un1que t�achזng a�d learn1n? activities. What gave this process 
spec1al urgency זn the Eloq1 commun1ty were the constraints that the com
pany built into �he interaction design, particularly the strict time limits 
placed חס the traזners and students throughout their interactions. Because 
of this, sustai�ed misunderstandings_about the expected procedures were 
costly to Eloqז s members and potent1ally wasted a Iimited resource: time. 
For these reasons, it was critical that Eloqi's users pick up the Iocally ex
pected procedures as quickly as possible. 

Taken as a whole, it makes sense in all phases of the design process to 
highlight the concepts of act sequence and procedural knowledge; doing 
so draws our attention to the "what happens now and what happens 
next'' components of technology-mediated interactions from both the 
design and use perspectives. The procedures and act sequences designed 
for a UI must adequately fit the needs and goals of the organizations 
commissioning the UI, the boots-on-the-ground service providers or 
representatives, the clients, and the affordances and constraints of the 
technological platform itself. Technological interfaces are "culturally 
defined, which means that generally, the social meaning of an interface 
is not always developed when the technology is first created but usually 

cסmes later, when it is finally embedded in social practices". (de Souza e 
Silva 2006, 261-262). Because of this, it is beneficial to exam1ne local no
tions of act sequence and procedural knowledge n�t only at_the start of 

the design process, but throughout the life cycle (des1gn, creat1on, launch, 

use, redesign, ongoing use) of the build . 

NOTES 

1. Publisher' 5 Note: The screen shots, references, and inform�tion pertaining �ס 

the mסcpany identified by the pseudonym Eloqi is published w1th the company s 

• 



• 
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kתowl��ge aתd agn.eגment that th� screen shots, references, aתd iחfanחotion 
would be used in a later publication. Likewise, the intervit.-ws used as supplןrenזe_ 
tal research in trus text were all conducted with the partidpaתts' oתkwlcdge adזן 
agrecment that these interviews would be used in a later publicati<חו. 

2. Pseudonyms have been applied to the company and all of its memlxsrי (ad
mins, trainers, students) in order to protect their privacy. 

3. Consider how expert we can be at using the grammar of our native laתguage 
wrule not being able to explain it to a non-native speaker. 

4. Going over the fifteen-minute limit was cause for reprimand, and if a traiחer 
repeatedly failed to stay within the time constraints, they could be dismissed. 
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